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Letters from the Wound is Vol 1 of The Soul Letters You Never Received series. It is a

courageous exploration of the wound, its triggers and the darkest feelings one can experience

as a human being while also revealing the undeniable truth that only by allowing oneself to feel

all that emerges can one live an authentic and fulfilling life.The Soul Letters You Never

Received is a 3-part series of short pieces - a journey of empowerment starting with

embracing the darkness while marking the path with beacons of light and trust so that the lost

pieces of the soul can be reclaimed and ultimately shared unapologetically.



The Soul Letters Vol 1. Letters from the Wound (The Soul Letters You Never Received)

D, “Spiritual. A very spiritual book - I read it from cover to cover - then I go back each day and

just take one page for my morning meditation.  I love it”

Michael York, “Surrender to Love and Trust. Natacha Dauphin’s Letters from the Wound has

been for me a remarkable read. She clearly conveys how important to her writing is and how

vital to her very existence. She shares in Book I of the series ‘The Soul Letters You Never

Received’ her trust, optimism and belief not only in herself but also in us her readers.Through

betrayal and loss, Natacha has clearly been hurt and admits that she herself has hurt others.

She does not attempt to explain the why behind this but instead how it provides the

opportunities to grow, to find a truer self in both herself and others, and to love. Her ‘soul

letters’ are prayers and homages. She aims to be a channel for Mother Earth’s pattern, magic

and miracles among the chaos of the unknown as well as from those sacred times of deep

grief, sadness and acceptance. Hers is an enlightening journey toward the surrender to trust

and the discovery of deep gratitude.Whether things are good or bad, Natacha learns that they

just are, and this is the basis of an undertaking that leads to understanding more fully “that ALL

is well, That ALL is movement, That ALL is change” and finally that “life is sacred, Just, the way

it is.” The doubts and fears brought by those who parasitically engender judgement and

victimhood are to be neutralized though love and celebration of self. What Natacha offers to us

and for us is her own overcoming of distorted beliefs for a magical way to true healing and

freedom.This book is a treasure of thoughts and encouragement for one and all. It conveys the

enchanting nectar that is possible to glean from our wounds and the prospect of learning to

love and forgive oneself unconditionally. The inspiration that has been the source for what she

shares comes from walking “barefoot on the earth” and giving herself to the moon.”

Catkins74, “Letters of encouragement and hope from the Wound. Natacha Dauphin’s Letters

from the Wound begins with an ‘invitation to come home’, taking us into a space to wonder and

reflect, to confront and to open our heart and mind to receive and discover our own

wisdom.Natacha shares her journey through finding words in her writing about and from her

wound.The dark experiences of betrayal and rejection are met with insights into profound grief

with the courage to feel pain:‘The process of griefIs a priceless giftA full palette of flavours,

colours scents’Natacha’s images vividly lead us to challenge ourselves as we meet doubts and

fears which can draw us powerfully into victimhood and judgements to live in the old stories we

construct and retell to ourselves.Renewal comes through finding laughter, opening up to all our

feelings to know ‘deep acceptance’.Hope is offered as we come to know:‘I carry within myself

both The Wound and the New Seed’.Natacha’s letters touch spirituality, magic, our senses and

the deep pain and joy of our humanity. They are not prescriptive but bravely offered with

compassion and love.Lesley Murphy”

mrs n j hollins, “Medicine for the Soul and the Heart!. Natacha is an absolute blessing to our

world.A Soul Whisperer with a rare gift.A gift that with a few words touches the Soul.This is my

go to book when I need affirmation.Honey for my Heart.Thank you so much for bringing your

magic to the page and having the courage to share with the world xx”

julie cureton, “Magical.. An ideal bit of self care/self love through the eyes of a gentle Soul. I



read the book as a whole & then popped back for snippets to ponder over in my heart & mind

as it really lets you take the words with you. It never tells you what to do, just encourages you

to open yourself to yourself. Great book, great person & I will be gifting it to a few lovely chums.”

Charly Hamlyn, “A book for reflection, joy, strength and sometimes memories of sorrow. As I

grow into my new self as a potter, I have a gorgeous book that I dip into each day. Each 'letter'

seems to be talking straight to or from my soul. Thank you, Natacha, for coming on this journey

with me.”

The book by Natacha Dauphin has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 15 people have provided feedback.
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